Study of Parrondo’s paradox regions in one-dimensional quantum walks
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The well-known counterintuitive phenomenon, where the combination of unfavorable situations
can establish favorable ones, is called Parrondo’s paradox. Here, we study one-dimensional discretetime quantum walks, manipulating two different coins (two-state) operators representing two losing
games A and B, respectively, to create the Parrondo effect in the quantum domain. We exhibit that
game A and B are losing games when played individually but could produce a winning expectation
when played alternatively for a particular sequence of the different periods. Moreover, we also
analyze the relationships between Parrondo’s games and quantum entanglement in our scheme.
Along with the applications of different kinds of quantum walks, our outcomes potentially encourage
the development of new quantum algorithms.

Parrondo’s paradox, which was originally based on
flashing Brownian ratchet [1, 2], characterizes counterintuitive gambling games where two individually losing
games can construct a winning game when combined
it in a right way [3, 4]. The original Parrondo’s paradox have two versions, referred as capital-dependent [3–
5] and history-dependent [2, 6]. The only difference between these two versions is just the switching mechanism
of game B. These paradoxical mechanism has been observed in many situations of interest, for example, counterintuitive drift in the physics of granular flow [7], enzyme transport analyzed by a four-state rate mode [8],
combination of declining branching processes produces
an increase [9], and finance model where capital increases
by investing an assets with negative growth rate [10]. In
the last two decades, the Parrondo’s paradox has been
extended to various fields ranging from physics [11–18],
population genetics [19–21], and even to economics [22],
which has attracted a particular attention due to its potential to characterize the strategy of altering the unstable situation into a stable ones. Although the paradox
has been proposed theoretically in the classical and quantum systems [11, 12, 16–18], the experimental realization
of the quantum version of the effect is still unfulfilled,
to the best of our knowledge. It is well-known that the
classical Parrondo effect is a type of random walk that
can be described by the Fokker-Planck equation [23]; and
it is also known that the Fokker-Planck equation is a
Wick rotation of the Schrödinger equation [24], thus there
are deep interconnections between these types of classical
random walks and quantum walks. Our work motivates
the future exploration of these ideas.
Quantum walks (QWs) [25, 26], which are natural extensions of the classical random walks (CRWs) in the
quantum domain, that possess a quadratic gain over the
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CRWs [27] due to the remarkable features like interference and superposition. Thus, QWs offer a flexible and
powerful platform to investigate different physics, ranging from the design of efficient algorithms in quantum information processing [28–30] (even constructing universal
quantum computation [31, 32]), the realization of exotic
physical phenomena in the context of topological phases
[33–35], to quantum physics out of equilibrium [36] (for
example, observing the dynamical quantum phase transition [37–39] and even investigating quantum thermodynamics [40–44]). The Parrondo effect in the quantum walks has been proposed in [45–50], using different
strategies and it can also be viewed as a special sample of
the disordered QWs [51, 52]. The periodic sequence and
dynamic disorder QWs, which possess some distinctive
properties, such as, it can help to enhance the entanglement between the coin and the position [53–55]. Unlike
the CRWs, QWs are characterized by quantum superpositions of amplitudes rather than classical probability
distributions. However, the coherent character of the
QW plays a vital role in the realization of a quantum
Parrondo game. Recently, we have experimentally realized the quantum version of Parrondo effect [56], based
on our currently developed compact large-scale QW platform [57].
Here, we demonstrate the genuine quantum Parrondo
effect in 1-D discrete time QWs using two different coins
operations, i.e., CA and CB , representing game A and B,
respectively. We show that game A and B are individually losing games, but when we play these two games
alternatively in the particular sequence of different periods, could produce a winning game which is known as
Parrondo’s paradox. Recent attempts [47, 48, 50] have
been failed to realize the true Parrondo game in QWs
for the case of a two-state coin (qubit) over the infinite
steps. Decohering QW by introducing a pure dephasing
channel can disappear the quantum Parrondo effect [56],
indicates that coherence plays a key role in the emergence
of the quantum Parrondo effect. In addition, we also discuss the relationship between quantum Parrondo’s games
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if PR − PL < 0, the game is losing; when PR = PL , this
represents a draw situation. If PR − PL > 0 is maintained throughout the dynamics, it indicates a winning
expectation of the game. Similarly, the converse situation denotes a losing expectation as shown in Fig. 1.
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and coin-position entanglement in our scenario.
We suppose one-dimensional (1-D) discrete-time QWs
whose total Hilbert space can be expressed as H = Hc ⊗
Hp , where Hc is a two-dimensional coin space spanned
by {|0i, |1i}, and Hp represents an infinite-dimensional
site space spanned by |xi (x ∈ Z is the site). Each step
of the QW possesses two operations C and S: C is the
rotation of coin state in HC , and S is the shift operator
which describes the movement of the walker according to
the coin state. Generally, the coin rotation operator of
a two-dimensional space is defined by three parameters
(α, β, γ), i.e
 iα

e cos β −e−iγ sin β
C(α, β, γ) =
.
(1)
eiγ sin β e−iα cos β
Different rotation operators describe distinct QWs correspond to different games. The shift operator can be
defined as
∞
X

Coin A

Step 4

FIG. 1. An illustration of a winning versus a losing strategy
in a 1-D QW. Black and grey distributions show the probabilities of the walker to the left PL and right PR of the origin,
respectively.
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(|0ih0| ⊗ |x + 1ip hx|p + |1ih1| ⊗ |x − 1ip hx|p ).

x=−∞

(2)
Therefore, the single step evolution of the QW can be
described as: U = S·C(α, β, γ). In our scheme, the
generic unbiased initial state of the walker is prepared
as |Ψ(0)i = √12 (|0i + eiη |1i)c ⊗ |xip , where the subscript
c, (p) represents the coin (position) state, respectively.
The global state at time step t (t is an integer) then read
as |Ψ(t)i = U t |Ψ0 i.
To demonstrate the paradoxical scenario of Parrondo
game in a 1-D discrete-time QW, we define a game on
the state Ψ(t). Note that we can use the bias of the probability distribution of Ψ(t) to define the state of winning
and losing outcome of the game. The winning and losing
of game can be decided accordingPto the strategy shown
−1
in Fig. 1: if PR − PL > 0 (PL = x=−∞ |hx|Ψ(t)i|2 and
P∞
2
PR =
x=1 |hx|Ψ(t)i| ), which means that the walker
has a greater probability of appearing at the right of the
origin, represents a winning game; on the contradictory,
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FIG. 2. (Color online) An illustration of a coin operation in a
1-D QW for (a) game A realized with CA (orange), (b) game
B realized with CB (green), and (c) game ABB played with
both coins in the periodic sequence of CA CB CB , respectively.

Here, as an example, we discuss three different regions
where we play game A with coin rotation operator CA
(orange) and game B with operator CB (dark grey), as
shown in the Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. We exhibit
that in all regions when playing game A and B individually at any time, t will lose the game according to the
definition. However, when we play these two games alternatively for a particular sequence of different periods,
i.e., among which we have only sketched the coin operation pattern for game ABB (that is, we use one-time CA
and two-time CB for every single step) as shown in the
Fig. 2(c), can create a winning expectation all the time,
which is known as Parrondo’s paradox.
Firstly, we investigate the dynamics of probability distribution in 1-D discrete-time QWs corresponding to
game A and B individually. In the game A(B), the quantum state at the step t is |Ψ(t)iA(B) = (S·CA(B) )t |Ψ(0)i.
The simulation results of the bias of the distribution of
the states ΨA(B) (t), i.e., PR (t) − PL (t) for game A and
B, are illustrated in Fig. 3: Fig. 3(a) corresponding to the
game A with rotation operator CA = C(150, 30, 172) and
game B with rotation operator CB = R(175, 65, 165). It
is clear that both game A and game B are losing games
and the bias distribution PR − PL are negative throughout the number of steps t. Whenever we play game A
and B alternatively for the particular sequence of different periods, e.g., the game ABB, rotating the coins in the
sequence of CA CB CB which has a period of 3 as shown
in Fig. 2(c), one can observe some counterintuitive behavior. In this scenario the quantum state at step t is
|Ψ(t)iABB = (S·CB ·S·CB ·S·CA )t |Ψ(0)i, the simulation
results of the bias distribution of the state at any step t
are depicted in Fig. 3(b). Similarly, one can also see the
same counterintuitive behavior for the the sequence of
BBAA with coin rotation CB CB CA CA and BBAAA with
coin rotation CB CB CA CA CA for the period of 4 and 5,
with η = 3π/2, respectively. The results are shown in the
Fig. 3(b), where the different colors correspond to different games, as displayed in the figures.
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FIG. 3. (color online) Walker difference probability distribution PR − PL versus number of steps for (a) game A with coin operation CA (150, 30, 172), game B with coin operation CB (175, 65, 165), individually. (b) when played alternatively in particular
sequences of different periods regarded as different games, e.g., game ABB with coin operation CA CB CB , similarly, for BBAA,
and BBAAA, with η = 3π/2. These demonstrate the occurrence of Parrondo’s paradox in 1-D discrete-time QWs over infinite
number of steps for coins operation CA (150, 30, 172) and CB (175, 65, 165).
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FIG. 4. (color online) Walker difference probability distribution PR − PL versus number of steps for (a) game A with coin
operation CA (155, 26, 38), game B with coin operation CB (170, 67, 118), individually. (b) when played alternatively in particular
sequences of different periods regarded as different games, e.g., game ABB with coin operation CA CB CB , similarly, for BBAA,
BBAAA, BBAAAA, BBBAAA, with η = 3π/2. These figures display the occurrence of Parrondo’s paradox in 1-D discrete-time
QWs over infinite number of steps for coins operation CA (155, 26, 38) and CB (170, 67, 118).

Likewise, we also demonstrate the paradoxical behavior for the other coin parameters regime where game
A with coin rotation operator CA = C(155, 26, 38) and
game B with CB = C(170, 67, 118) for which PR − PL dynamics are negative throughout, representing the losing
games when played individually for any time, t, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Whereas playing with both the coins simultaneously for the different sequence like, ABB, BBAA,
BBAAA, BBAAAA, BBBAAA, with η = 3π/2, one can

see the dynamics of PR − PL that is positive throughout
the time evolution, showing the paradoxical scenario, as
depicted in Fig. 4(b).
Further, we discuss the scenario of the different initial state and biasing of coin parameters. In the first
two cases, we have biased the coins A and B on both
sides of the origin, means both α and γ, are non-zero,
representing the simultaneous biasing situation. Here,
we consider the scenario of γA = 0 (αB = 0), for the
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FIG. 5. (color online) Walker difference probability distribution PR − PL versus number of steps for (a) game A with coin
operation CA (156, 16, 0), game B with coin operation CB (0, 75, 160), individually. (b) when played alternatively in particular
sequences of different periods regarded as different games, e.g., game ABB with coin operation CA CB CB , similarly, for BBA,
BBAA, AAABB, BBAAA, BBBAA, BBAAAA, BBBAAA, BBBBAA, with η = π/2. These figure display the existence of
genuine Parrondo’s paradox in 1-D discrete-time QWs over infinite number of steps for coins operation CA (156, 16, 0) and
CB (0, 75, 160).
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FIG. 6. (color online) Coin-position entanglement versus number of steps for coins operation (a) CA (150, 30, 172),
CB (175, 65, 165), with η = 3π/2, and (b) CA (156, 16, 0), CB (0, 75, 160), with η = π/2, respectively.. Different colors correspond to the particular sequence of different periods, as displayed in the legends. These figures show that coin-position
entanglement decreases with increasing number of periods for the corresponding coins operations.

coins A (B), respectively. Now using the coin parameters CA = C(156, 16, 0), and CB = C(0, 75, 160), we
show that the game A and B are losing games when
played individually for any number of steps t, as displayed in Fig. 5(a). But whenever we play alternatively
with both of these coins, one can observe the paradoxical behavior for some of the particular sequence in almost every period. Limited our calculation up-to period six, we show that the sequence ABB, BBA, BBAA,

ABBBB, AAABB, BBAAA, BBBAA, BBAAAA, BBBAAA, BBBBAA, with η = π/2, lead to a winning expectation, as shown by different colors in Fig. 5(b). Moreover, it is clear that generally, increasing the periods can
enhance the outcome of the winning games, sometime
even or odd period will generate maximum winning outcomes, depend strongly on the biasing parameters. According to the definition of losing and winning strategies
of the Parrondo’s game in the QW, we have demonstrated
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that combining two losing games (A and B) in all of our
three scenarios, can produce a winning game which is
called Parrondo’s paradox.
It may be noted that Parrondo’s games are a special
case of disordered QWs, which can enhance the entanglement generation between the coin and position [53, 55].
In order to calculate the coin-position entanglement numerically we use the von Neumann entropy SE (ρ(t)) =
−Tr[ρC (t) log2 ρC (t)], where ρC (t) = Tr[ρ(t)] is the reduced density matrix of the coin and ρ(t) = |Ψ(t)ihΨ(t)|
represents the global density matrix of the walker by assuming that the system in a pure state. Here, SE = 0
and 1 correspond to the separable and maximally entangled states, respectively. Comparing the entanglement dynamics of Fig. 6(a) with probability distribution
of Fig. 3(b), one can see that increasing period for the
corresponding coin operations can enhance the asymmetry in the probability distribution of the walker toward
the right of the origin, lead to a maximum winning outcome. The sequence which possesses maximum winning
outcomes, e.g., BBAA in Fig. 3(b), may generate minimal
entanglement than that which possesses minimal winning outcome, like ABB, generate maximal entanglement
for the same coin operators. Similarly, Fig. 6(b) demonstrate the entanglement dynamics of different periods of
Fig. 5(b), where one can see that the sequence ABB possesses maximum entanglement than all other sequences.
In this scenario, we have also observed that the biasing
of coins can also enhance the entanglement between the
coin and position. From all these discussions, it becomes
clear that Parrondo game is dependent on the biasing of
coins and initial state, but in case of QW, the interference
phenomena also play a key role in this counterintuitive
behavior.

In summary, we have demonstrated the scenario of the
quantum Parrondo effect in 1-D discrete-time QWs using different coin operators regraded as a different games.
By measuring the mean position of the walker in its final
step, we clearly show that two losing strategies (minus
the mean position) can win by playing the two games
in a particular periodic sequence, which is called Parrondo’s paradox. We also discussed the coin-position entanglement generation in QWs for the same coins operation and found that the winning strategy of the period
three (ABB) can generate maximal entanglement than
all other sequences but the exact relations of Parrondo’s
games with the entanglement and coherence require further study. Furthermore, we also found that quantum
interference plays an important role in such a quantum
counterpart of Parrondo effect. The Parrondo’s game
supplies a new insight for the alternative QWS and we
hope it will be helpful to develop new quantum algorithms.
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(No. WK2470000026), the National Postdoctoral Program for Innovative Talents (No. BX201600146), China
Postdoctoral Science Foundation (No. 2017M612073) and
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Appendix A: Analytical calculation for games A, B and ABB

The initial state of the walker, we have |Ψ(0)i =
B are

√1 (|0i
2

+ eiη |1i)c ⊗ |0ip . The coins operators for the game A and

CA(B) = eiαA(B) cos βA(B) |0ih0| + eiγA(B) sin βA(B) |1ih0| − e−iγA(B) sin βA(B) |0ih1| + e−iαA(B) cos βA(B) |1ih1|
Now applying the coin operation CA on the initial state of the walker we get,


[CA ⊗ 1] |Ψ(0)i = (eiαA cos βA − ei(η−γA ) sin βA )|0i + (eiγA sin βA + ei(η−αA ) sin βA )|1i ⊗ |0i,

(A.1)

(A.2)

after applying the shift operator, the outcome of the first step of the game A can be written as
|ΨA i = S · [CA ⊗ 1] |Ψ(0)i = (eiαA cos βA − ei(η−γA ) sin βA )|0i ⊗ |1i + (eiγA sin βA + ei(η−αA ) sin βA )|1i ⊗ | − 1i.
(A.3)
Similarly, applying S · [CA ⊗ 1] on Eq. (A.3), we get
|ΨAA i = (ei(2αA ) cos2 βA − ei(η−γA +αA ) sin βA cos βA )|0i ⊗ |2i−
sin2 βA + ei(η−αA +γA ) cos βA sin βA )|0i ⊗ |0i+
(ei(αA +γA ) cos βA sin βA − ei(η) sin2 βA )|1i ⊗ |0i+
(ei(γA −αA ) sin βA cos βA + ei(η−2αA ) cos2 βA )|1i ⊗ | − 2i.

(A.4)
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Again apply S · [CA ⊗ 1] on Eq. (A.4) we approach the step three of the game A,
|ΨAAA i = (ei(3αA ) cos3 βB − ei(η−γA +2αA ) sin βA cos2 βA )|0i ⊗ |3i−
(ei(γA −γA +αA ) sin2 βA cos βA + ei(η−αA −γA +αA ) cos2 βA sin βA )|0i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(αA +γA −γA ) cos βA sin2 βA − ei(η−γA +γA −γA ) sin3 βA )|0i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(γA −αA −γA ) sin2 βA cos βA + ei(η−αA −αA −γA ) cos2 βA sin βA )|0i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(αA +αA +γA ) cos2 βA sin βA − ei(η−γA +αA +γA ) sin2 βA cos βA )|1i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(γA −γA +γA ) sin3 βA + ei(η−αA −2γA ) cos βA sin2 βA )|1i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(αA +γA −αA ) cos2 βA sin βA − ei(η−γA +γA −αA ) sin2 βA cos βA )|1i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(γA −2αA ) sin βA cos2 βA + ei(η−3αA ) cos βA cos2 βA )|1i ⊗ | − 3i

(A.5)

Now putting the values of coin parameters CA (156, 16, 0) of the game A, the corresponding wave-functions takes the
form

ΨA =


ΨAA =


ΨAAA =

0
0 −0.6210 + 0.0816i
0.4714 − 0.6210i 0
0


(A.6)

0
0 −0.1299 + 0.1712i 0 0.5134 − 0.3144i
−0.6567 + 0.3610i 0 −0.1712 + 0.0225i 0
0


(A.7)

0
0 0.810 − 0.0995i 0 0.0944 − 0.2073i 0 −0.3279 + 0.4768i
0.7178 − 0.0602i 0 0.1233 + 0.0944i 0 0.1415 − 0.0867i 0
0

PL
Positions

-3

-2

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

origin
-1

0

0.6079 0
0.5616 0
0.5189 0

1

2

PR −

P

(A.8)

PL

3

0.3923

0.0760 0

0.0668 0

P

PR



-0.2155
0.3624

0.0794 0

-0.1992
0.3349 -0.1714

TABLE I. The probabilities outcomes of the game A for the first three steps of the walker.

The Tab. I shows the first three steps dynamics of the game A where one can see that the outcome PR − PL is
throughout negative representing the losing game. Further, replacing the subscript A by B in Eq. (A.3, A.4, A.5), we
can obtain the outcomes of the first three steps of game B,

|ΨB i = (eiαB cos βB − ei(η−γB ) sin βB )|0i ⊗ |1i + (eiγB sin βB + ei(η−αB ) sin βB )|1i ⊗ | − 1i.

(A.9)

|ΨBB i = (ei(2αB ) cos2 βB − ei(η−γB +αB ) sin βB cos βB )|0i ⊗ |2i−
sin2 βB + ei(η−αB +γB ) cos βB sin βB )|0i ⊗ |0i+
(ei(αB +γB ) cos βB sin βB − ei(η) sin2 βB )|1i ⊗ |0i+
(ei(γB −αB ) sin βB cos βB + ei(η−2αB ) cos2 βB )|1i ⊗ | − 2i.

(A.10)
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|ΨBBB i = (ei(3αB ) cos3 βB − ei(η−γB +2αB ) sin βB cos2 βB )|0i ⊗ |3i−
(ei(γB −γB +αB ) sin2 βB cos βB + ei(η−αB −γB +αB ) cos2 βB sin βB )|0i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(αB +γB −γB ) cos βB sin2 βB − ei(η−γB +γB −γB ) sin3 βB )|0i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(γB −αB −γB ) sin2 βB cos βB + ei(η−αB −αB −γB ) cos2 βB sin βB )|0i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(αB +αB +γB ) cos2 βB sin βB − ei(η−γB +αB +γB ) sin2 βB cos βB )|1i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(γB −γB +γB ) sin3 βB + ei(η−αB −2γB ) cos βB sin2 βB )|1i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(αB +γB −αB ) cos2 βB sin βB − ei(η−γB +γB −αB ) sin2 βB cos βB )|1i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(γB −2αB ) sin βB cos2 βB + ei(η−3αB ) cos βB cos2 βB )|1i ⊗ | − 3i

(A.11)

Here, we put the values of coin parameters CB (0, 75, 160) of the game B, the corresponding wave-functions takes the
form

ΨB =


ΨBB =


ΨBBB =

0
0 −0.0506 + 0.6418i
−0.6418 + 0.4166i 0
0


(A.12)

0
0 −0.7202 + 0.1661i 0 −0.0131 + 0.1661i
−0.1661 + 0.1078i 0 −0.1661 − 0.5993i 0
0


(A.13)

0
0 −0.1864 + 0.0430i 0 −0.1392 − 0.5558i 0 −0.0034 + 0.0430i
−0.0430 + 0.0279i 0 0.5558 − 0.5438i 0 −0.0430 − 0.1551i 0
0

PL
Positions

-3

-2

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

origin
-1

0

0.5855 0
0.0392 0
0.0026 0

1

2

0.4145

0.9330 0

0.6412 0

P

PR

PR −

P


(A.14)

PL

3
-0.1710

0.0278

0.3542 0

-0.0115
0.0019 -0.2877

TABLE II. The probabilities outcomes of the game B for the first three steps of the walker.

The Tab. II shows the first three steps dynamics of the game B where the outcome PR − PL is negative
representing the losing game. Now playing both the games alternatively, we apply S · [CB ⊗ 1] on Eq. (A.3),
|ΨAB i = S · [CB ⊗ 1] |ΨA i

|ΨAB i = (ei(αA +αB ) cos βA cos βB − ei(η−γA +αB ) sin βA cos βB )|0i ⊗ |2i−
(ei(γA −γB ) sin βA sin βB + ei(η−αA +γB ) cos βA sin βB )|0i ⊗ |0i+
(ei(αA +γB ) cos βA sin βB − ei(η−γA +γB ) sin βA sin βB )|1i ⊗ |0i+
(ei(γA −αB ) sin βA cos βB + ei(η−αA −αB ) cos βA cos βB )|1i ⊗ | − 2i

|ΨABB i = S [CB ⊗ 1] |ΨAB i

(A.15)
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|ΨABB i = (ei(αA +2αB ) cos βA cos2 βB − ei(η−γA +2αB ) sin βA cos2 βB )|0i ⊗ |3i−
(ei(γA −γB +αB ) sin βA sin βB cos βB + ei(η−αA −γB +αB ) cos βA sin βB cos βB )|0i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(αA +γB −γB ) cos βA sin2 βB − ei(η−γA +γB −γB ) sin βA sin2 βB )|0i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(γA −αB −γA ) sin βA cos βB sin βB + ei(η−αA −αB −γB ) cos βA cos βB sin βB )|0i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(αA +αB +γB ) cos βA cos βB sin βB − ei(η−γA +αB +γB ) sin βA cos βB sin βB )|1i ⊗ |1i−
(ei(γA −γB +γB ) sin βA sin2 βB + ei(η−αA −2γB ) cos βA sin2 βB )|1i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(αA +γB −αB ) cos βA sin βB cos βB − ei(η−γA +γB −αB ) sin βA sin βB cos βB )|1i ⊗ | − 1i+
(ei(γA −2αB ) sin βA cos2 βB + ei(η−αA −2αB ) cos βA cos2 βB )|1i ⊗ | − 3i

(A.16)

Using both the coins operators CA (156, 16, 0), and CB (0, 75, 160) simultaneously, the resultant wave function of the
game ABB will be

ΨABB =


0
0 0.1638 − 0.1056i 0 0.7432 − 0.1817i 0 −0.0416 + 0.0055i
.
0.0316 − 0.0416i 0 −0.3009 + 0.5071i 0 0.1389 − 0.0723i 0
0

PL
Positions

-3

-2

Step 1

0.0027 0

origin
-1

0

0.3857 0

P

PR
1

2

0.6099 0

PR −

P

(A.17)

PL

3
0.0018 0.2232

TABLE III. The probabilities outcomes of the game ABB for the first step of period three of the walker.

The Tab. III shows that the PR − PL dynamics of the game ABB is positive representing the winning game.
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